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A technique of Pierce is used to prove that for any commutative ring R, the polynomial ring 
R[X] is a GE,-ring if and only if R is zero-dimensional. The technique yields other deductions 
about zero-dimensional rings as well. 
Introduction 
In the terminology of Cohn [3], a commutative ring R is a GE,,-ring if 
GL,(R) = GE,(R), h w ere GL,(R) is the general linear group of R and GE,(R) 
is its subgroup generated by the elementary matrices and the invertible diagonal 
matrices. The elementary group E,(R) is the subgroup of GE,(R) generated by 
the elementary matrices only. It is not difficult to see that R is a GE,-ring if and 
only if SL,(R) = E,(R), since any diagonal matrix in SL,(R) is in E,(R). 
Cohn’s paper is an intricate analysis of the structure of the group GL,(R). In it 
he discusses the problem of determining the GE,-rings. After observing that local 
rings are GE,-rings for all IZ P 2, Cohn completely determines the GE,-rings 
among the imaginary quadratic number rings, and gives an argument to show that 
k[X, Y], k a field, and Z[X] are not GE,-rings. 
Recently, Chu [2] generalized the latter argument of Cohn to the case of graded 
rings, obtaining several interesting results. Among these is the theorem that for 
Noetherian rings R, R[X] 1s a GE,-ring if and only if dim R = 0. In a sense, this 
theorem ‘explains’ Cohn’s examples. It is the goal of this paper to remove the 
Noetherian hypothesis from this theorem. This will be done via a ‘metatheorem’ 
which in essence is an extension of a result of Pierce [9, Proposition 3.41. Readers 
familiar with the Pierce sheaf will recognize its proof as a standard application of 
that theory. I am indebted to Andy Magid and Bill Ullery for pointing this out to 
me. Those unfamiliar with the Pierce theory may wish to consult its very lucid 
exposition in Chapter II of Magid’s book [7]. 
The same technique will enable us to remove the Noetherian hypothesis from 
recent results of Suslin [13] on polynomial rings and Laurent polynomial rings in 
several variables. These theorems can be viewed as theorems about the unstable 
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theory of the functor K, . Striking parallel results on unstable K, also exist in work 
of Silvester [ll] and as Bak’s theorem in [12]. 
It should be pointed out as well that Chu’s main theorem, asserting the 
non-GE,-ness of certain graded rings, was anticipated by Geller’s earlier theorem 
[4, Theorem 11, which it very closely resembles. 
Finally, we introduce a new construction which yields rings which are GE,- 
rings for all rr 2 2. Such rings are called GE-rings. 
Some preliminary observations are in order at this point. A commutative ring R 
is said to have 2 in its stable range if for any pair of elements a, b E R such that 
(a, b)R = R, there exists a third element r E R such that a + rb is a unit. This is 
equivalent to the seemingly more general statement that if (a,, . . . , a,)R = R, 
then there exist r2, . . , r,ERsuchthata,+r,u,+.. . + r,u, is a unit. From this 
it is apparent that if R has 2 in its stable range, then the first row of any invertible 
IZ x n matrix over R can be transformed into (1, 0, . . . , 0) by a finite sequence of 
elementary transformations. It follows that such a ring is a GE,-ring for all n 2 2. 
Cohn is thus able to conclude that quasi-local rings are GE-rings. Since commuta- 
tive von Neumann regular rings have 2 in the stable range [6], they, too, are 
GE-rings. 
We note also the following well-known facts (see [4, 111). If .Z c rad(R), then R 
is a GE,-ring if and only if R/J is a GE,-ring. A direct product R = rIR, is a 
GE,-ring if and only if each R, is one. It follows that all zero-dimensional and all 
semi-local rings are GE-rings. 
1. Zero-dimensionality and the GE, of polynomial rings 
We begin by quoting Chu’s result, or rather, what follows from his argument. 
Theorem 1.1 (Chu [2]). Zf R[X] . 1s a GE,-ring, then R is zero-dimensional. The 
converse holds if R is Noetherian. 0 
To prove the converse of Theorem 1.1, and elaborate the role played by 
zero-dimensionality in this affair, it will be convenient to prove a sort of 
metatheorem. To set it up, let {xi 1 i E FV} and { yj 1 j E N} be countable sets of 
independent indeterminates. Denote by Y the polynomial ring Z[{x,} U { y,}]. 
For any subset S C 9’, and any subset XC {xi} U {y,}, let S(X = 0) denote the 
subset of Y obtained from S by specializing the variables in X to zero. Likewise, if 
R is a commutative ring, X is a subset of {xi} U { yj}, and f : X+ R is a function, 
let S(X = f(X)) d enote the subset of R[{x;} U { y,}] obtained by specializing each 
variable z E X to f(z). For a subset S c Y, let X, be the set of variables in {xi} 
which appear in S. Let Y = { yj}. 
For S and S’ two non-empty subsets of 9, write S-+ S’ if there is a subset X of 
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{xi} such that S’ = S(X = 0). Note that -+ is a partial ordering on the non-empty 
subsets of 9. 
Let P? be a property of commutative rings. Say that 9 is definable by algebraic 
equations if there is a subset HP of Z[{ y,}] and a set %& of finite subsets of Y 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) (eP is a directed set under the partial ordering +, i.e., if S,, . . . , S, E V9, 
then there is an SE V& with S+ Si for i = 1,. . . , n. 
(ii) 9 holds in a commutative ring R if and only if for any function f : Y -+ R, 
I19(Y = f(Y)) = (0) implies that there exists an S E %‘+, and a function g: X,s+ R 
such that S(X, = g(X,), Y = f(Y)) = (0) , 
Theorem 1.2. Let 9 be a property of commutative rings definable by algebraic 
equations. Let R be a commutative von Neumann regular ring. If P holds for every 
localization of R at a maximal ideal, then 9 holds for R. 
Proof. Let H,, %+P be the sets (of hypotheses and conclusions) of generic 
polynomials associated with 9. Let R be a commutative von Neumann regular 
ring and f : Y-t R a function such that HJp( Y = f(Y)) = (0). 
Let m be a maximal ideal of R, ‘p, : R+ R, the canonical homomorphism. 
Then H,(Y = cp, f(Y)) = {O}, so by hypothesis there is a set S, E (eiP and a 
function g, : Xs,, + R, such that Sm(Xsm = g,(X,,J, Y = cp, f(Y)) = (0). 
Now UXsm = g,(Xsm ) 3 y = Pm f( Y)) = (0) 1s a finite set of algebraic equa- 
tions over R,, and hence these same equations hold over R, for some element 
a E R\m. Since R is von Neumann regular, we may take a to be an idempotent 
e, E R\m. Since {e, 1 m E Maxspec(R)} generates R, we may choose a finite 
subset of idempotents e,, . . , e, which also generate R. Now the equations which 
hold over R,, will hold over any localization of R,,, so we may replace e,, . . . , e, 
by (1 - e,)e,, . . . , (1 - e,)e,. Thus we may assume e, is orthogonal to 
e2,. . , e,. Then e3,. . . , e, may be replaced by (1 - e,)e,, . . . , (1 - e,)e,, and 
by induction we may assume that e,, . . , e, form a complete set of orthogonal 
indempotents for R. 
Fori=l,..., n, let ‘p, : R+ R,, be the canonical homomorphism, let Si be the 
element of V& corresponding to e;, and let g; : X,, --;f R,, be the function such that 
WG, = g;(Xs,L y = cp,f(Y)) = (01 . 
Choose S E %& with .S+ Si for i = 1, . . . , n. Then there are subsets 2,) . . . , Z,, of 
{x,} with S(Zj = 0) = S, for i = 1, . . . , n. Then Zi fl X,, = 0, and we may set 
Zi = X,\X,71 without doing any harm. 
Now R is naturally isomorphic to the direct product of the RCC, so we may take 
R = nR,,. For each i, define S,: X,+ R,, by g,(z) = g,(z) for z E X,,, and 
g,(z) = 0 for z = Zi. Define g: X,- R by g(z) = (g,(z)) E nR,(. Then for i = 
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fbj; and hence 
n we have S(X, = &(X,), Y = cpif(Y)) = Si(Xsc = gi(Xsi), Y = cp,f(Y)) = 
ws = g(Xs), y = f(Y)> = m . 
Thus 9’ holds in R, and the theorem is proved. 0 
We remark that Theorem 1.2 is true in greater generality. If R is an arbitrary 
commutative ring, and property ?? of the theorem holds for each stalk of the 
Pierce sheaf (these are the localizations of R at each of the multiplicative sets 
consisting of all idempotents not in some fixed maximal ideal), then 9’ holds for 
R. The proof of Theorem 1.2 carries over almost verbatim (cf. [7, Chapter II]). 
We shall not, however, have occasion to exploit this generalization. 
In the next statement N(R) denotes the nilradical of R. 
Corollary. Zf 9 is definable by algebraic equations, and 9 holds for all fields, then 
9’ holds for all commutative van Neumann regular rings. Zf, moreover, B ‘lifts’ 
from RIN(R) to R, then 9 holds for all zero-dimensional rings. 0 
As an illustration of the theorem, let B be the property that R has 2 in its stable 
range. Letting H, = {yiy, + y,y, - l} and Ce9 = {{(y, + x,y,)x, - l}}, we see 
that 9 is definable by algebraic equations. Since 9 is true for fields and lifts 
modulo nilradicals, we conclude that 2 is in the stable range of every zero- 
dimensional ring. This gives an alternate proof that zero-dimensional rings are 
GE-rings. 
Theorem 1.3. Let R be any commutative ring, and let X be an indeterminate over 
R. Then R[X] is a GE,-ring if and only if R is zero-dimensional. 
Proof. The necessity of zero-dimensionality is Theorem 1.1. To show the sufficien- 
cy, define for each integer d 2 0 a property 9’)d of commutative rings R by: pd 
holds for R if and only if every matrix in SL,(R[X]) all of whose entries have 
degree sd is in E,(R[X]). W e must show that pd is true for all d 2 0 for all 
zero-dimensional rings. 
Now 9’d clearly holds for fields. That it lifts modulo nilradicals can be easily 
seen. Thus it suffices to show that 8, is definable by algebraic equations. For this, 
let T be a new indeterminate, independent of the x;‘s and yj’s. Since {x,}, { yj} 
are countable sets we may regard them as indexed by double subscripts. For i = 1, 
2, 3, 4 let Fi(T) = cyzO y,T’. Then for ZZpd we take the set of polynomials in the 
yl,‘s which occur as the coefficients of the powers of T in the polynomial 
R,(T)R,(T) - F,(T)F,(T) - 1. 
To construct %,, we construct a sequence of subsets S, of 9’ as follows. For 
each n 2 1 and k = 1, . . . , n, let Gn,k( T) = cy=, xk, T’. Let 
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and in general let E,,, be the elementary matrix having G,,, in the (1,2)-position 
if k is odd and in the (2, 1)-position if k is even. Then for each n 2 1, the matrix 
&A,,-I . . En,~ - 
determines four polynomials in T. We take for S, the set of polynomials in the 
xii’s and yj,‘s which occur as the coefficients in these four polynomials. From this 
construction it is clear that S,,+, + S,, so that (ePd = {S, ) n 2 1) satisfies the 
directedness condition. It is also clear that HP, and iePd serve to define Pd. Thus 
LPd is definable by algebraic equations, and the proof is complete. 0 
In his landmark paper [13], Suslin proved that for any field K and any integers, 
r, t, and ~1, with nr3, SL,(K[T,, . , T,, ZF’, . . . , Z”]) = E,(K[T,, . . . , T,, 
z?‘, . . ) Z”]), where T,, . , T,, Z, , . . . , 2, are indeterminates over K. It is 
well known that by standard arguments this result extends to Noetherian zero- 
dimensional rings. By arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, this generalizes to 
non-Noetherian zero-dimensional rings. 
Theorem 1.4. Let R be a zero-dimensional ring, and let T,, . . . , T,, Z,, . . . , Z, be 
indeterminates over R. Then R[ T,, . . , T,, ZF’, . . . , Z,*‘] is a GE,,-ring for all 
n23. 0 
We close this section with some remarks on the use of Theorem 1.2 and its 
corollary. First, note that the corollary has a partial converse: if R is a ring such 
that any property definable by algebraic equations which holds for fields also 
holds for R, then R must be von Neumann regular. This statement is true because 
von Neumann regularity itself is definable by algebraic equations. To see this, let 
HP = 0 and % = {{Y, - Y,x,Y,)), so that P’, defined by these sets, is precisely 
von Neumann regularity. 
Second, we note that other well-known theorems about polynomial extensions 
of fields can be generalized to zero-dimensional rings using the corollary to 
Theorem 1.2. For example, since finitely generated projective modules are 
determined by similarity classes of idempotent matrices, the property that finitely 
generated projective R[ T,, . . . , T,]-modules are extended from R can be expres- 
sed as a sequence of properties definable by algebraic equations as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.3. Since for any field K, finitely generated projective K[T,, . . . , TI]- 
modules are extended from K, this property is shared by all zero-dimensional 
rings. (This is already well known. See [l], for instance.) One can argue similarly 
that if R is von Neumann regular, then every finitely generated ideal in R[T] is 
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principal, since this holds with R a field (cf. [5]). From this one also easily 
recovers the theorem that R[ T] is semi-hereditary for R von Neumann regular 
(see PI>. 
As a final illustration, observe that if 9 is the property of a ring R that for every 
finitely generated ideal I in R[ T, , . . . , T,] there exist n polynomials f,, . . . , f, E 
NT,, . . . , T,,] with V? = d( f,, . . , f,), then 9 can be expressed as the con- 
junction of a sequence of properties definable by algebraic equations. Since P 
holds for fields by [lo, Corollary 31, and 9 is unaffected by the presence of 
nilpotent elements, it follows from the corollary to Theorem 1.2 that 9 holds for 
all zero-dimensional rings. 
2. Further developments 
Here we gather some additional results which come from collating the theorem 
of Suslin cited above and some results of Chu. The salient results from [2] are that 
for an integral domain D and an indeterminate X, D[X, X-‘1 is a GE,-ring if D is 
a valuation ring, and if D[X, X-‘1 is a GE,-ring, then D must be a Bezout 
domain. 
Theorem 2.1. (1) If R is zero-dimensional, then R[X, X-‘1 is a GE,-ring. 
(2) Zf K is a field, then K[XF’, . . . , X”] is a GE,-ring for n23, but not a 
GE,-ring if t 2 3. 
(3) If D is a Prtifer domain which is not a Bezout domain, then D[X, X-‘1 is 
not a GE,-ring even though it is one locally, with respect o maximal ideals of D. 
Proof. (1) Follows from the corollary to Theorem 1.2 and the fact that K[X, X-‘1 
is Euclidean for k a field. 
(2) This is Suslin’s Theorem together with the observation that for t r 3, 
K[XT’ . . . X:‘] = D[X,, X,‘] w h ere D is not Bezout. It follows from Chu that 
D[X,, X,‘] is not a GE,-ring. 
(3) Immediate from the results of Chu mentioned above. 0 
The reason for stating this theorem is to point out that we have almost 
complete knowledge about the GE,-ness of polynomial and Laurent polynomial 
extensions of fields: they are all GE,, for n 2 3, by Suslin; K[X] is the only GE, 
polynomial extension; K[Xr’, . . . , X”] is GE, for t = 1, and not GE, for t 2 3. 
This leaves a tantalizing gap: Is k[X, Y, X-‘, Y-‘1 a GE,-ring for K a field? Is 
Z[X, X-‘1 a GE,-ring? The answers to these questions seem to require new 
insight. 
We close with the introduction of a new GE,-ring, or rather a new ring having 2 
in the stable range. Let R be a commutative ring, X an indeterminate over R, and 
let S be the multiplicatively closed subset of R[X] consisting of polynomials of 
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unit content, i.e., whose coefficients generate R. Then Chu showed that R(X) = 
R[X], is always a GE,-ring, essentially by showing that it has 2 in the stable 
range. By analogy, consider the set S’ in R[[X]] of powe_r series whose coeffici- 
ents generate the unit ideal. Let f= cy=, LXi and g = ci=,, g,X’ be elements of 
S’. If A4 is any maximal ideal of R, there is a smallest integer m such that f, fjf’M 
and a smallest integer n such that g, FM. Then (fg),,+, FM. This shows that S’ 
is multiplicatively closed. Denote by R((X)) the ring R[[X]],,. 
The argument given above for the closure of S’ also shows that if f E S’ and g is 
any power series, then for any maximal ideal M of R, fg E M[[X]] if only if 
g E M[[X]]. From this it is easy to check that the maximal ideals of R((X)) are 
precisely the ideals M[[X]],. , where M is a maximal ideal of R. 
Theorem 2.2. For any commutative ring R, R((X)) is a GE,-ring. 
Proof. We show that 2 is in the stable range of R((X)). Let f/h, g/h E R((X)) be 
comaximal elements. Then there are power series p, q E R[[X]] such that pf + qg 
has coefficients generating R. Then, say, A,, . . , f, and g,, , . . , g, generate R, 
for some y1 and m. Pick a,,, . , a,, b,, . . , 6, so that c:=, unpr S, + cz, 
b,_,g, = 1. Let a(X) = cy=,, a,X’, b(X) = Xm+’ + CL, biXL. Then the coefficient 
of x”+” m Xma(X)f(X) + X”b(X)g(X) is 1. Now X”-“a(X) lb(X) E R((X)) and 
g/h + (X”-“a(X)lb(X))( f/h) = (Xma(X)f(X) + X”b(X)g(X))IX”b(X)h(X) is a 
unit in R((X)). This completes the proof. q 
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